


(1) Under the banner of

(2) Break the bank

(3) A baptism of fire

(4) Bar none

(5) Have bats in the (or your) 
belfry

(6) Like a bat out of hell

Claiming to support a particular 
cause or set of ideas

(In gambling) Win more
money than is held by the bank.
A difficult introduction to a
new job or activity.

With no exceptions

Be eccentric or crazy

Very fast and wildly



(7) With bated breath

(8) Bay for blood

(9) Bring someone or 
something to bay

(10) A beam in your eye

(11) Like a bear with a sore 
head

(12) Go begging

In great suspense

Demand punishment or
retribution.
Trap or corner a person or animal 
being hunted or chased.

A fault that is greater in yourself than in 
the person you are finding fault with.

Very irritable

Be available.



(13) Go belly up

(14) Have a bellyful of

(15) Bell, book, and candle

(16) Bell the cat

(17) Bells and whistles

(18) Give someone a bell

Go bankrupt

Become impatient after
prolonged experience
A formula for laying a
curse on someone

Take the danger of a shared
enterprise upon yourself

Attractive additional features or 
trimmings

Telephone someone



(19) Bend someone's ear

(20) Bend your elbow

(21) Round the bend

(22) Belle of the ball

(23) A Benjamin's portion

(24) Bent out of shape

Talk to someone

Drink alcohol

Crazy; mad.

The most admired and successful 
woman on a particular occasion.

The largest share or portion.

Angry or agitated



(25) A safe bet

(26) Better safe than sorry

(27) Big bickies

(28) Give someone the big e

(29) Make it big

(30) Get the bit between your 
teeth

A certainty

It's wiser to be cautious and 
careful than to be hasty

A large sum of money

Reject someone, typically in an 
insensitive or dismissive way

Become very successful or famous

Begin to tackle a problem or task in a 
determined or independent way



(31) Dead meat

(32) The dead of night

(33) The dead of winter

(34) Dead on your feet

(35) Dead as a doornail

(36) Dead to the world

In serious trouble

The quietest, darkest part
of the night.
The coldest part of winter.

Extremely tired

Completely dead.

Fast asleep; unconscious



(37) Dead from the neck up

(38) Make a dead set at

(39) Be frightened to death

(40) Catch your death

(41) Die a (or the) death

(42) Deaf as an adder

Stupid

Make a determined
attempt to win the affections of.

Be made very alarmed and fearful,

Catch a severe cold or chill,

Come to an end

Completely or extremely deaf.



(43) Catch your death

(44) At death's door

(45) Dig deep

(46) Be the death of

(47) Deliver the goods

(48) Have a derry on someone

Catch a severe cold

So ill that you may die

Give money or other resources
generously

Cause someone's death

Provide something promised or 
expected

Be prejudiced against someone.



(49) A dime a dozen

(50) Hand in your dinner pail

Very common and of no particular 
value
Die

TO BE CONTINUED…….


